Blebs are spherical membrane protrusions often observed during cell migration, cell spreading, cytokinesis, and apoptosis, both in cultured cells and in vivo. Bleb expansion is thought to be driven by the contractile actomyosin cortex, which generates hydrostatic pressure in the cytoplasm and can thus drive herniations of the plasma membrane. However, the role of cortical tension in bleb formation has not been directly tested, and despite the importance of blebbing, little is known about the mechanisms of bleb growth. In order to explore the link between cortical tension and bleb expansion, we induced bleb formation on cells with different tensions. Blebs were nucleated in a controlled manner by laser ablation of the cortex, mimicking endogenous bleb nucleation. Cortical tension was modified by treatments affecting the level of myosin activity or proteins regulating actin turnover. We show that there is a critical tension below which blebs cannot expand. Above this threshold, the maximal size of a bleb strongly depends on tension, and this dependence can be fitted with a model of the cortex as an active elastic material. Together, our observations and model allow us to relate bleb shape parameters to the underlying cellular mechanics and provide insights as to how bleb formation can be biochemically regulated during cell motility. T he cell cortex is a thin meshwork of actin filaments, myosin, and associated proteins that lies beneath the plasma membrane (1). Because of the presence of active myosin motors, which slide filaments with respect to one another in the network, the cortex is under tension. As a result, the cortex exerts pressure on the cytoplasm and can actively contract, driving cell deformations (2).
T
he cell cortex is a thin meshwork of actin filaments, myosin, and associated proteins that lies beneath the plasma membrane (1) . Because of the presence of active myosin motors, which slide filaments with respect to one another in the network, the cortex is under tension. As a result, the cortex exerts pressure on the cytoplasm and can actively contract, driving cell deformations (2) .
Blebs are spherical membrane protrusions that commonly occur at the cortex during cytokinesis, cell spreading, virus uptake, and apoptosis (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) . Moreover, increasing evidence points to an essential role for blebs as leading edge protrusions during cell migration in three-dimensional environments, particularly during embryonic development and tumor-cell dissemination (8-11; reviewed in refs. 7, 12) . Despite the importance of blebbing, very little is known about the mechanisms of bleb growth.
The life cycle of a bleb can be subdivided into three phases (7, 13) . First, a bleb is nucleated, either by local detachment of the cortex from the plasma membrane or by local rupture of the cortex. In the subsequent growth phase, a membrane bulge, initially devoid of cortex, expands from the nucleation site. Finally, the cortex gradually reassembles at the bleb membrane, leading to bleb retraction.
Bleb formation is often correlated with high myosin II activity, and myosin II inhibition prevents blebbing (6, 7, 10, 14) . For that reason, and because of their round shape and rapid expansion, blebs are commonly believed to be a direct mechanical consequence of the hydrostatic pressure exerted on the cytoplasm by the contractile cortex, which would drive bleb growth from places of local cortex weakening without any further regulation (7, 15, 16) . However, this purely mechanical interpretation of blebbing mostly relies on indirect observations, and, to our knowledge, neither the mechanical nature of blebbing nor the link between cortex tension and bleb growth have ever been directly assessed. Moreover, a quantitative model describing the role of cortical tension in bleb expansion has not yet been established.
Here, we directly address the role of cortical tension in bleb growth by inducing bleb formation in cells with different tensions. We first show that blebs can be nucleated by local laser ablation of the actin cortex, supporting the view that bleb expansion is driven by intracellular pressure. Multiple ablations of the same cell indicate that the growth of a bleb significantly reduces pressure. We then modulate cortical tension and induce blebs in cells with different tensions. We demonstrate that there is a critical tension for bleb formation below which bleb growth cannot be induced. Above this threshold tension, bleb size increases with increasing tension. We fit our data with a theoretical model of the cortex as an elastic active gel. This model yields an estimate of cellular elasticity and gives an accurate prediction of bleb shape.
Results
Ablation of the Cell Cortex Leads to Bleb Formation. In order to test whether bleb formation is pressure-driven, we performed local laser-ablations of the cell cortex. We hypothesized that if bleb growth is a direct consequence of cytoplasmic pressure, a bleb would grow from the site of ablation. Conversely, if bleb formation requires further regulation, ablation should not immediately trigger bleb growth.
We chose L929 fibroblasts as a model system for our study: When in suspension, these cells display an active, continuous cortical layer under the plasma membrane (17) . We therefore placed the detached fibroblasts in polyethylene glycol (PEG)-coated dishes, which prevent readhesion of cells to the substrate. By using a picosecond-pulsed 405-nm laser, we then locally ablated the cell cortex (Movies S1 and S2 in the SI Appendix). Strikingly, immediately after ablation, a bleb grew from the site of cortex disruption and reached its maximal size within 10-30 s (Fig. 1A) . The bleb then remained stable for one to several minutes, followed by a retraction phase typically lasting over a minute (Movie S1 in the SI Appendix). We followed cortical dynamics after ablation in cells expressing myosin regulatory light chain (RLC)-GFP (Movie S2 in the SI Appendix); no myosin was initially present at the bleb membrane, and a myosin layer became clearly visible shortly before bleb retraction, similar to what is observed in spontaneously forming cellular blebs (13) . Laser ablation thus appears to mimic the endogenous nucleation of blebs by local disruption of the cortex and supports the idea that bleb growth is driven by intracellular pressure. We then analyzed bleb shape over time by using transmitted light images (see Fig. 1 B and C and Supplementary Materials and Methods in the SI Appendix). The maximal volume reached by the bleb ranged between 0.3% and 6% of the cell volume (2.73±0.23%, mean ± SEM, N = 37), and the bleb height ranged from 1.4 to 4.5 μm (3.45 ± 0.11 μm). The size of the bleb did not depend on the site of ablation with respect to the nucleus (Fig. S1 of the SI Appendix).
Bleb Growth Releases Cytoplasmic Pressure. To evaluate whether the growth of a bleb actually releases pressure, we performed multiple ablations on the same cell. Indeed, if the expansion of a bleb reduces intracellular pressure, a second bleb induced shortly afterward should reach a smaller size.
Therefore, we performed experiments where two blebs were sequentially triggered at opposite sides of a cell ( Fig. 2A) . We found that when the second ablation immediately followed the first one, the second bleb was significantly smaller than the first, whereas for ablations performed after the first bleb had retracted, no significant difference between the two bleb sizes was found (Fig. 2B ). These observations suggest that the growth of a bleb significantly releases intracellular pressure and that pressure returns to its initial value once the bleb has retracted.
To assess whether the pressure release was homogenous throughout the cell or whether a pressure gradient was present, we induced the growth of a second bleb at various distances from the first one. The average decrease in size between the first and the second bleb was the same, regardless of whether the second bleb was nucleated close to or far from the first one (Fig. 2) . This finding supports the view that pressure equilibrates fast when compared with the time scales of bleb expansion in this cell type.
It has been proposed that the pressure driving bleb growth is hydrostatic, resulting from tension built up in the actin cortex (7, 15) . However, this pressure could also be of osmotic origin (18) . We therefore sought to test the link between bleb expansion and cortical tension.
Myosin Activity and Actin-Binding Proteins Affect Cortical Tension. In order to identify factors likely to affect cortical tension, we developed a theoretical model of the cortex by using the hydrodynamic active gel theory (19, 20) (see SI Appendix). Within this framework, cortical tension is equal to ζΔμh/2 where ζΔμ is the active stress exerted by the myosins in the cortical gel, and h is the thickness of the cortex.
We then sought to experimentally modify cortical tension. Tension was measured by using micropipette aspiration (21, 22) (Fig. 3A) . Under control conditions, L929 cells had a well-defined tension of 413.6 ± 15.2 pN/μm (mean ± SEM, N = 32, Fig.  3B and Table S1 ). Provided that the cortex is tightly coupled to the membrane, the tension measured by micropipette aspiration, T, is the sum of the active cortical tension and of the membrane tension γ. In order to estimate γ, we measured the tension of cells where the cortex had been disassembled with cytochalasin D (CD). Under these conditions, tension dropped to 39.1 ± 4.2 pN/μm (N = 13, Fig. 3C ). The ratio of volumes is 0.76 ± 0.07 (mean ± SEM) for blebs induced close to one another and 0.75 ± 0.08 for blebs formed far from one another, and significantly differs from 1 (P < 0.004 and P < 0.002 respectively). Case 2: The volume ratio is 1.13 ± 0.13 and is not significantly different from 1 (P > 0.3). Cases 1 and 2 are significantly different (P < 0.02), whereas the two distributions of case 1 are not (P > 0.9). . All groups were found to be significantly different from one another (two-sampled t-tests, P < 0.05), except for Y27632 2.5 μM versus Y27632 5 μM (P = 0.36), and Y27632 10 μM versus Blebbistatin (P = 0.08). (C) Cortex tension after treatments affecting actin. All groups were found to be significantly different from one another, except for control versus scrambled siRNA (P = 0.77). Protein depletion was checked by Western blotting (Fig. S4 in the SI Appendix).
We then measured cortex tension after various treatments affecting myosin II activity. Inhibition of myosin with blebbistatin decreased tension by more than 50% (Fig. 3B) . Interestingly, we could gradually decrease tension by treating the cells with increasing amounts of Y27632, which indirectly reduces myosin activity by inhibiting Rho-kinase (ROCK) (23) (Fig. 3B and Table S1 of the SI Appendix). Finally, transfection with RhoAQ63L, a constitutively active version of the small GTPase RhoA (CA RhoA), an activator of myosin II (23), considerably increased tension to 1907.1 ± 140.7 pN/μm (Fig. 3B) .
To assess the predicted dependence of tension on the thickness of the actin cortex, we then tested the influence of proteins involved in actin turnover. In addition to activating myosin II, RhoA can also enhance actin polymerization by activating formins (24) ; therefore, the increase in tension observed upon transfection with CA RhoA could result from the combined effect of a thicker cortex and higher myosin activity. We then investigated the effect of two proteins that regulate actin but are not involved in myosin regulation: actin depolymerizing factor (ADF)/cofilin, and gelsolin. Both depletion of gelsolin and cofilin by RNAi significantly increased the tension of L929 cells (Fig. 3C) .
Bleb Size and Growth Dynamics Depend on Cortical Tension. We then analyzed the maximal size of blebs induced by laser ablation on cells with different tensions. Blebs induced on cells treated with CA RhoA or after cofilin depletion were bigger than blebs formed in control cells (Fig. S6 of the SI Appendix) . However, as these treatments are likely to affect parameters other than cortical tension alone, we focused further analysis on cells treated with various amounts of the ROCK inhibitor Y27632.
We found that for tensions lower than 200 pN/μm (cells treated with 10 μM Y27632), blebs could not be induced. At 240 pN/μm, approximately 50% of the cells formed a bleb upon ablation, but the bleb volume was eight times smaller than in control situations. For higher tensions, all cells formed a bleb, and the bleb-to-cell volume ratio, the height of the bleb, and the maximal size of the hole at the base of the bleb all increased with increasing tension (Fig. 4 A and B and Fig. S2 and Table S1 of the SI Appendix). These data indicate that there is a threshold tension for bleb formation between 200 and 240 pN/μm. Above this threshold, bleb size increases with increasing tension.
We then asked whether the dynamics of bleb expansion also depended on cortical tension. The initial speed of bleb growth strongly increased with increasing tension (Fig. 4C) . By plotting the maximal bleb-to-cell volume ratio as a function of the initial expansion speed, we also extracted the typical time scale of bleb growth arrest (Table S1 of the SI Appendix). This time did not significantly depend on tension (Fig. 4D) , suggesting that growth arrest may result from a tension-independent mechanism.
Elastic Model for Bleb Growth. Description of the Model. We modeled bleb expansion as a result of the cytoplasmic pressure generated by cortical tension. Before bleb formation, intracellular pressure is given by Laplace's law P c = P e + 2T/r c , where r c is the radius of the cell and P e is the pressure in the medium. If we neglect any elastic effect, P c would still be given by Laplace's law during bleb growth, and would thus remain very close to its initial value because the radius of the cell decreases by less than 2% during bleb expansion. However, multiple ablation experiments indicate that intracellular pressure is significantly reduced during the growth of a bleb (Fig. 2) .
To account for this pressure release, we incorporated the elasticity of cellular components in our description: The actin cortical gel has a Young modulus E c , and the cytoplasm has a Young modulus E i (Fig. 5) . Indeed, the cytoplasm contains fluid cytosol, but it also contains membrane structures and cytoskeletal polymers, which are likely to have elastic properties (25) . As a first approximation, we neglected turnover in the actin cortex on the time scale of bleb formation, and we considered that the cortex was incompressible (i.e., the Poisson ratio of the cortex ν c = 0.5). The cytoplasmic elastic gel, however, must be compressible to allow for the expansion of the bleb, so that the cytoplasmic Poisson ratio ν i = 0.5. Finally, we assumed that the total surface of the cell can change but its volume remains constant (see Discussion) and that the membrane of the bleb is devoid of cortex throughout the expansion of the bleb, as suggested by previous work (11, 26) .
Bleb volume as a function of cortical tension. In our description, the bleb reaches its maximal volume at mechanical equilibrium, when the pressure of the cytosol inside the bleb equals the pressure inside the cell. Because we assume volume conservation, as the bleb grows the volume of the cell body decreases, compressing the cytoplasm and the actin cortex. The pressure of the cytosol in the cell body is therefore given by the pressure imposed by cortical tension 2T rc , minus the elastic resistance of cellular structures. The resistance is proportional to the deformation of the cell and to the total elasticity of the cytoplasm and of the cortex. The pressure in the bleb is imposed by the membrane tension, yielding P b = 2γ/r b . Mechanical equilibrium is achieved when the two pressures are equal:
where Δr c is the variation of the cell radius due to bleb formation (see SI Appendix for detailed derivation). Δr c can be related to the bleb volume, and one obtains from Eq. 1 a relationship between the equilibrium bleb-to-cell volume ratio and the cortical tension, which can be accurately fitted to the experimental data with a single adjustable parameter, the total elasticity (
Pa (R 2 = 0.91, Fig. 4A ), taking r c = 8.5 μm and γ = 40 pN/μm. Strikingly, the theory predicts the existence of a threshold tension for the expansion of a bleb, as observed experimentally (Fig.  4A) . Qualitatively, the threshold results from the finite tension of the membrane. Indeed, two regimes can be distinguished, depending on whether membrane tension can resist bleb expansion. The maximal pressure reached in the bleb is on the order of 2γ/r h , where r h is the size of the hole at the base of the bleb: At intracellular pressures lower than this value, the plasma membrane limits bleb growth and the volume of the bleb remains very small; for higher intracellular pressures, the pressure in the bleb becomes negligible, bleb growth is only limited by cellular elasticity, and the bleb becomes much larger. The critical pressure for bleb expansion is therefore roughly given by T c ∼ γr c /r h . With r h ∼ 1 μm, r c ∼ 8 μm and γ ∼ 40 pN/μm, this qualitative argument yields T c ∼ 320 pN/μm. The exact calculation, taking into account that r h depends on tension (Fig. 4B) , gives T c ∼ 200 pN/μm, in remarkable agreement with the experimental observations (Fig. 4A) .
Size of the hole in the cortex as a function of cortical tension. To evaluate the surface elasticity of the cortex E c h, we then modeled the opening of the hole at the base of the bleb, which is driven by cortical tension and is resisted by the elasticity of the cortex. We therefore calculated the deformation of the cytoplasmic gel and actin cortex during bleb growth (see SI Appendix) and found that the elasticity of the cytoplasm is essential to account for the observations. Indeed, in the limit where cytoplasmic elasticity is neglected (E c h rc
), the maximal opening of the hole Δr h is on the order of r c γ Ech . In this limit, estimating E c h from the fit for the bleb volume (Fig. 4A) , we obtain Δr h 50 nm, which is far too small to account for the experimental data (Fig. 4B) . In the opposite limit, where the elastic response is dominated by the compressibility of the cytoplasm (E c h rc 
Discussion
Laser Ablation Mimics Endogenous Nucleation of Blebs. We have shown that local ablation of the actin cortex leads to the formation of a membrane bleb (Fig. 1A) . The artificially nucleated blebs appeared identical to the blebs naturally occurring in cells (13) . The induced blebs were spherical in shape and mostly devoid of intracellular structures (Movie S1 of the SI Appendix). Growth and retraction times were similar to those measured on blebs forming spontaneously (ref. 26 and Table S1 and Movie S1 of the SI Appendix). Moreover, myosin reassembled at the bleb membrane shortly before bleb retraction (Movie S2 of the SI Appendix), similar to previous observations in spontaneously blebbing cells (13) . Taken together, these observations indicate that laser ablation mimics endogenous bleb nucleation by local disruption of the cortex.
Cortex Tension Depends on Motor Activity and on Actin Turnover.
Suspended L929 fibroblasts had a tension of ∼413 pN/μm (Fig.  3B ), similar to tensions measured in other fibroblast lines (27) .
Tension measurements after actin disassembly with CD give an estimation of the membrane tension: γ ∼ 40 pN/μm. This value is about 100 times higher than the typical membrane tension of a lipid vesicle (28) but comparable with the cortical tension of red blood cells (21), consistent with the observation that an erythrocytic-like cytoskeleton is observed at the plasma membrane of mammalian cells even during the expansion of blebs, when the actin cortex is absent (13) . We then showed that cortical tension of L929 fibroblasts strongly depends on myosin activity (Fig. 3B ), in agreement with previous observations in Dictyostelium discoideum cells (29) (30) (31) , where myosin II and several variants of myosin I are implicated in cortical tension. Importantly, we also showed that cortex tension depends on the level of proteins regulating actin turnover. Indeed, depletion of cofilin and gelsolin both resulted in an increase of cortical tension. ADF/cofilin enhances the rate of actin depolymerization and severs actin filaments (32); gelsolin also severs actin filaments and can moreover cap F-actin barbed ends, preventing further polymerization (33) . Depletion of gelsolin or cofilin is therefore likely to result in a thicker actin cortex, which, in accordance with our model, should result in a higher tension, as observed experimentally (Fig. 3C) . A tight control of cortical tension is likely to be essential during cell motility (2), but it is also essential in tissues, where differences in cortex tensions between cell types have been shown to contribute to cell sorting (34) . The mechanisms of tension regulation are still largely unknown; our results show that studies of tension regulation cannot be limited to the action of myosin motors but should also include an analysis of actin turnover.
Above a Critical Tension, Bleb Size Increases with Increasing Tension.
We show that both size and growth speed of a bleb strongly depend on cortical tension (Fig. 4) , and we propose a model where the growth of a bleb results from a flow of cytoplasm generated by contractions of the actomyosin cortex. The theoretical model predicts the existence of a threshold in tension for the expansion of a bleb, as observed experimentally (Fig. 4A) . Moreover, the model accurately fits the experimentally observed dependence of bleb volume and hole radius on tension for cells treated with Y27632 (Fig. 4 A and B) , yielding values of cellular parameters that are in good agreement with independent measurements of these parameters. Specifically, we find a value for the cortex effective elastic modulus E c h 240 Pa.μm. The thickness of the cortex has not been accurately measured and is likely to vary between cell lines (35, 36) ; however, electron microscopy observations of the cortex in Hela fibroblasts suggest a cortical thickness of about 100 nm (13) . By using this value, we then get E c 2,400 Pa, in agreement with other measurements of cortex elasticity (37) . The theory also predicts a cytoplasmic compressibility
Pa. The elasticity of L929 cells after depolymerization of actin has been previously measured by AFM and gives an estimated value for E i ∼ 1,200 Pa (37). We can therefore deduce the compressibility of the cytoplasm: ν i ∼ 0.41, consistent with previous measurements of compressibility of cytoskeletal networks (38) .
Expression of CA RhoA and depletion of cofilin are likely to result in a thicker cortex and therefore increase cellular elasticity, which resists bleb expansion. In agreement with this prediction, the blebs obtained after these treatments were smaller than would be expected with the elastic parameters inferred above from the size of blebs induced after gradual inhibition of myosin activity (Fig.  S6 of the SI Appendix) .
Taken together, our findings indicate that the size of a cellular bleb results from the net effect of cortical tension, which drives the expansion of the bleb, and of cellular elasticity and membrane tension, which resist expansion. All these factors can be regulated independently, which can explain how cells such as Dictyostelium, which have a relatively high tension [up to 4,000 pN/μm (29)], do not form blebs bigger than about 10% of the cellular volume (39) .
Discussion of the Model of Bleb Expansion. Our model considers the cortex as an elastic, contractile shell surrounding a poro-elastic, liquid-gel cytoplasm. Given that the suspended L929 cells are spherical, we consider that the cortex is isotropic, with homogenous thickness and tension.
We further assume that cytosolic pressure is homogenous. Previous work on blebbing cells suggests that the density of cytoplasmic structures can slow down pressure equilibration inside the cell sufficiently enough to give rise to pressure gradients on time scales of tens of seconds (25, 26) . However, in L929 cells, we have observed that blebs formed near the nucleus, where we expect the cytoplasmic structures to be more crowded, and far from it had similar sizes (Fig. S1 of the SI Appendix) . Moreover, experiments where two blebs were successively induced on the same cell showed that as early as 7 s after bleb initiation, the decrease in pressure due to the growth of the first bleb was independent of the distance between the blebs (Fig. 2) . These observations support our assumption that in L929 cells, at time scales relevant for bleb expansion, pressure is homogenous throughout the cytoplasm.
A second assumption is that the total volume of the cell is conserved. Although the plasma membrane is permeable to water, the high osmolarity of the cell should theoretically maintain an approximately constant volume. Indeed, the total cell volume varies in order to satisfy the balance between the osmotic and hydrostatic pressures Π c − Π e = P c − P e , where Π c and Π e are the intracellular and external osmotic pressures (40) . By using Van't Hoff's law, Π e = c ext Rθ, where c ext ∼ 300 mol/m 3 is the osmolarity of the medium, R is the gas constant, and θ is the temperature, we get Π e ∼ 5.10
5 Pa and Π c = n t Rθ/V c , where n t is the total number of moles of osmolytes in the cell. The volume of the cell is then given by V c = n t Rθ Π e + P c − P e .
[2]
Pressure variation in the cell during bleb formation is necessarily smaller than the initial intracellular excess pressure 2T/R ∼ 100 Pa, which is three orders of magnitude smaller than the osmotic pressure. By using Eq. 2, if cellular osmolarity does not change during bleb growth, the total volume change would then not exceed |ΔV c |/V c ∼ |ΔP c |/Π e ∼ 0.02%, which is negligible compared with the typical volume of the blebs induced by laser ablation. It is also possible that the ablation induces a local uptake or release of ions, which could drive water uptake. We have therefore verified how our results would be affected by an increase of the cell volume upon ablation and found that the experimental results cannot be accurately fit in the presence of a significant volume variation, further supporting our hypothesis of conserved volume (see SI Text and Fig. S8 of the SI Appendix) . Finally, our model assumes that the bleb membrane is devoid of an actin cortex throughout bleb expansion, in accordance with previous observations (13) . However, our observation that the characteristic time of bleb growth arrest does not depend on tension (Fig. 4D) suggests that a tension-independent mechanism may stop bleb expansion. Cortex reassembly at the bleb membrane could play such a role, as previously suggested for blebs formed by actively blebbing filamin-depleted cells (15) . If bleb expansion is stalled by actin repolymerization, the maximal volume reached by the bleb will be smaller than the volume predicted by our steady-state calculation. In that case, the elastic moduli derived above would be an overestimation of the real values. A theoretical description of the dynamics of bleb expansion will be necessary to calculate the evolution of bleb size over time. In addition to cortical tension and cell elasticity, dissipation mechanisms, such as flow of cytosol through the cytoplasmic network and friction between the membrane and the cortex, will also influence bleb size.
Implications of the Critical Tension for the Regulation of Bleb Forma-
tion. The existence of a critical tension for the expansion of a bleb has been previously hypothesized (16) ; however, to our knowledge, our data provide the first experimental evidence of such a threshold tension. This observation unveils a fundamental mechanism that can be used by cells for the regulation of blebbing. Indeed, regulation of bleb formation can be achieved by controlling either bleb nucleation or bleb expansion. Bleb nucleation will depend on the strength of cortex-membrane attachments and on cortex stability; we show that bleb expansion will only occur above a critical tension. It will be important to know at which level endogenous bleb formation is regulated, for example, in cells migrating by blebbing. Interestingly, reduction of cortical tension by downregulation of myosin II can inhibit bleb-based migration (10, 11) ; however, as cortical tension could also be important for bleb nucleation (7), it is difficult to distinguish between the two potential regulation mechanisms. Mimicking bleb nucleation by laser ablation can be an interesting tool to figure out the level at which cellular blebbing is regulated. Laser Ablation and Cell Imaging. Laser ablation experiments were performed on a scanning confocal microscope (Olympus FV1000) equipped with two scanning heads. The first one was used for standard imaging, and the second one was coupled to a laser head (LDH-P-C-405B, PicoQuant GmbH), driven by a power source (PDL 800-B, PicoQuant GmbH) delivering 405-nm picosecond pulses with a nominal power of 3 mW. For ablation, the pulsed laser was undergoing spiraling movements within a circle of 600 nm nominal diameter for 5 s. The actual ablation spot was around 1.5 μm in diameter, as estimated from fluorescence images immediately after ablation (Movie S2 of the SI Appendix). For fluorescence imaging, the pinhole size was set so as to have Z-sections of about 1 μm, thickness. For transmitted light imaging, a 561-nm laser was used as a light source. Because the ablation laser saturated the transmitted light detector, transmitted images could not be acquired during ablation.
Materials and Methods

Cell
Image Processing and Data Analysis. Images were processed by using ImageJ. They were cropped, rotated, and their contrast and brightness were manually adjusted. Bleb-shape analysis was performed on transmitted-light pictures by using MATLAB (The Math Works) (see Supplementary Materials and Methods in the SI Appendix for details) .
